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#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER * "The Uninhabitable Earth hits you like a comet, with an overflow of insanely lyrical
prose about our pending Armageddon."--Andrew Solomon, author of The Noonday Demon With a new afterword It is worse, much
worse, than you think. If your anxiety about global warming is dominated by fears of sea-level rise, you are barely
scratching the surface of what terrors are possible--food shortages, refugee emergencies, climate wars and economic
devastation. An "epoch-defining book" (The Guardian) and "this generation's Silent Spring" (The Washington Post), The
Uninhabitable Earth is both a travelogue of the near future and a meditation on how that future will look to those
living through it--the ways that warming promises to transform global politics, the meaning of technology and nature in
the modern world, the sustainability of capitalism and the trajectory of human progress. The Uninhabitable Earth is also
an impassioned call to action. For just as the world was brought to the brink of catastrophe within the span of a
lifetime, the responsibility to avoid it now belongs to a single generation--today's. Praise for The Uninhabitable Earth
"The Uninhabitable Earth is the most terrifying book I have ever read. Its subject is climate change, and its method is
scientific, but its mode is Old Testament. The book is a meticulously documented, white-knuckled tour through the
cascading catastrophes that will soon engulf our warming planet."--Farhad Manjoo, The New York Times "Riveting. . . .
Some readers will find Mr. Wallace-Wells's outline of possible futures alarmist. He is indeed alarmed. You should be,
too."--The Economist "Potent and evocative. . . . Wallace-Wells has resolved to offer something other than the standard
narrative of climate change. . . . He avoids the 'eerily banal language of climatology' in favor of lush, rolling
prose."--Jennifer Szalai, The New York Times "The book has potential to be this generation's Silent Spring."--The
Washington Post "The Uninhabitable Earth, which has become a best seller, taps into the underlying emotion of the day:
fear. . . . I encourage people to read this book."--Alan Weisman, The New York Review of BooksUbiquitous at boutiques
and cafés, on Etsy and Pinterest, in stationery and home decor, the art of chalk lettering is hotter than ever. Valerie
McKeehan, an Etsy standout whose work has been featured in magazines and websites from Good Housekeeping to
RealSimple.com, teaches us everything we need to know to create gorgeous hand-drawn chalk designs. The book is also a
practice space, with three foldout “chalkboards”—the inside cover and foldout back cover are lined with blackboard
paper. In over 60 lessons, learn the ABCs of lettering (literally) and basic styles: serif, sans serif, and script.
Next, how to lay out a design, combine various styles into one cohesive piece, add shadows and dimension. Master more
advanced letter styles, from faceted to ribbon to “vintage circus.” Use banners, borders, flourishes. And finally, 12
projects to show off your newfound skills: including a Winter Wonderland Snow Globe; a smartphone-themed birthday card
to text friends and family; a one-of-a-kind party invitation to create, photograph, and mail; and a bake sale sign
guaranteed to put everyone who sees it in the mood for a cupcake!Vivica A. Fox is a dynamo who has created a lasting
career on her own, through sheer, roll-up-your-sleeves DIY hustle. Every Day I'm Hustling is a personal book with a
message Fox passionately believes in: that you make your own luck, that you never ever wake up in the morning thinking
somebody’s going to call you and offer you that part or ask you out on that date that’s going to change your life, that
you have to wake up and put on your longest eyelashes and fiercest heels and go out and make your life happen yourself.
The actress provides start-today strategies for success in business and “been there” lessons in love, buttressed with
stories from her early family life all the way through to today. Always honest and always funny, Fox also tells behindthe-scenes tales from some of her biggest movies — such as Uma Thurman’s life-changing advice during Kill Bill and Will
Smith's downtime pep talk on Independence Day. And she maps out exactly what it took to come back with a role on the
smash hit Empire and her own frisky show on Lifetime, Vivica’s Black Magic. She also shares her how-is-she-53? secrets
to looking your best, no matter the age on your driver’s license.Divorced wedding consultant Lauren Crandell finds her
professional and personal life turned upside down by her demanding boss, pesky cat, psychotic clients, neurotic friends,
and a firefighter who arrives to save the day, in a satirical look at wedding pomp and pageantry. Original.This book
must not be ignored. It really is our final warning. Mark Lynas delivers a vital account of the future of our earth, and
our civilisation, if current rates of global warming persist. And it’s only looking worse.She’s got a broken heart and a
fully loaded arsenal. Ex–army ranger Jim Morgan leads a team of elite mercenaries, but eighteen years ago in Paris, he
was part of a black ops unit whose mission was to hunt down a rogue operative. In order to trap the criminal, Jim
seduced Noelle, the man’s daughter—a ruthless act that cost him the love of his life and turned her into a mortal enemy.
Now he can’t trust her, but he still desires her. He also needs her help. Older, wiser, and unwilling to play the fool
again, Noelle runs a group of highly skilled assassins. And she’s just been offered the hit of the century: Eliminate
Jim Morgan. History gives them no reason to trust each other, but with their lives in jeopardy at the hands of a common
enemy, the lines between love and hate are soon blurred. Now Noelle and Jim must face the past if they want to have a
future—let alone a future together.When a SEAL goes after your heart, don't put up a fight. They don't like to lose.
Three hot titles of fierce, unexpected needs, sexual fantasies, and bad boys. Warning: Contains dangerously hot Navy
SEALS that give the phrase "going commando" whole new meaning.Born and raised in London, David Lindo's passionate
interest in the natural world, especially birds, began at an early age. His thriving curiosity opened a door for him
into an unexplored world of urban birding. Years later he decided to champion the delights of birding in cities and
reinvented himself as the Urban Birder. Using this illustrious alias David Lindo has brought urban birding back into the
public consciousness, promoting its virtues at every opportunity and writing about it in the birding press. He urges
people to look up when walking around in cities, or to stop and close your eyes in a busy street just to listen to the
birds that may be singing. In his second book, David visits some of the world's most unnatural environments, revealing
the astonishingly diverse range of wildlife that can be found when you take the time to look. Much more than a
compendium of birding sites, each tale follows the Urban Birder in his enthralling pursuit of city birding. Accompanied
by dedicated local conservationists and renowned birders, David gives a deeper insight into the true nature of each
city. Featuring 70 locations to explore, Tales from Concrete Jungles is the perfect book to dip in to when on the move,
or to hide away with on a rainy afternoon. Join David in his celebration of nature, pick up travel inspiration, and
immerse yourself in his captivating quest for urban birding.From the best-selling author of The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle
and After Dark, a rich and revelatory memoir about writing and running, and the integral impact both have made on his
life. In 1982, having sold his jazz bar to devote himself to writing, Haruki Murakami began running to keep fit. A year
later, he’d completed a solo course from Athens to Marathon, and now, after dozens of such races, not to mention
triathlons and a slew of critically acclaimed books, he reflects upon the influence the sport has had on his life
and–even more important–on his writing. Equal parts training log, travelogue, and reminiscence, this revealing memoir
covers his four-month preparation for the 2005 New York City Marathon and includes settings ranging from Tokyo’s Jingu
Gaien gardens, where he once shared the course with an Olympian, to the Charles River in Boston among young women who
outpace him. Through this marvellous lens of sport emerges a cornucopia of memories and insights: the eureka moment when
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he decided to become a writer, his greatest triumphs and disappointments, his passion for vintage LPs, and the
experience, after the age of fifty, of seeing his race times improve and then fall back. By turns funny and sobering,
playful and philosophical, What I Talk About When I Talk About Running is both for fans of this masterful yet guardedly
private writer and for the exploding population of athletes who find similar satisfaction in distance running.Jane I’ve
always been on my own. My life used to consist of nothing but work, keeping Allen out of trouble, and if I had time,
sleep. Then I became their maid. Max Every day more than half a million people tune in to watch my show. They trust me.
I know it’s because I’m the only son of the prominent Emerson family. However, I like to believe it because I’m honest
no matter what story I report on. I’m honest about everything but the man I’ve been f**king for the last four years and
now her. Wesley I want three things: First, Maxwell Emerson and Jane Chapman both in my bed. Second, to be the best
bloody chef in the country. Third, to figure out how to simultaneously get the first and second things I want without
any of us getting hurt. Three People One Love StoryA sexy standalone novel from New York Times and international
bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Three is most definitely not a crowd… Claire McKinley has just experienced every
bride’s nightmare: the groom is a no-show, and now she must face five hundred guests alone. Furious and humiliated, she
seeks help from the most unlikely candidate—her almost-brother-in-law, who promptly whisks her away to his apartment in
San Diego, where she can recover her pride in peace and quiet. Dylan Wade is no fan of Claire’s, but he can’t ignore the
jilted bride in her time of need. Bringing her home seems like a good idea—until he remembers his new roommate. Dylan’s
relationship with Aidan Rhodes is…complicated. And with Claire thrown into the mix, life becomes even more…complicated.
Claire is blindsided by her attraction not only to Dylan, but also to Aidan, a man she’s just met. Soon they’re caught
up in an all-consuming sexual storm they can’t fight even if they wanted to. But when their hearts get involved, Claire
wonders if it can last, or if she’s just setting herself up for more heartache. Warning: This book is very dirty. Ménage
a trois and man-on-man dirty. Graphic language and explicit sex dirty. Basically? Dirty. You’ve been warned.Presents a
controversial history of violence which argues that today's world is the most peaceful time in human existence, drawing
on psychological insights into intrinsic values that are causing people to condemn violence as an acceptable
measure.Three sizzling-hot stories from New York Times and international bestselling author Elle Kennedy! Give a SEAL an
inch, and he’ll take your heart. Heat of the Moment For almost a year Shelby has lusted over swoon-worthy Garrett, but
she can’t figure out why he’s not interested…until she overhears him saying she’s too vanilla for his taste. When a heat
wave sends the sexy Navy SEAL into her bakery, she finally has the opportunity to show him exactly what he’s missing…
Heat of Passion Holly has too much on her plate to think about a serious relationship. A hot fling with a SEAL, though,
is the perfect way to take the edge off. The last thing she expects is to run into her gorgeous one-night stand weeks
later, and to discover that Carson wants the one thing she doesn’t: more. In the face of his methodical seduction, her
resistance is crumbling… Heat of the Storm Will has waited fifteen years for the storm that sends Mackenzie into his
arms. He’s the one man not scared of her psychic gift, and their one night of passion is enough to convince this
tenacious SEAL that they are much, much more than friends. Now he just has to convince her of that… Warning: Contains
dangerously hot Navy SEALS, and heroines not afraid to take them on one—or two—at a time.From the bestselling author of
Between Husbands and Friends and An Act of Love comes a wise, wonderful, and delightfully witty “coming of age” novel
about four intrepid women who discover themselves as they were truly meant to be: passionate, alive, and ready to face
the best years of their lives. Meet Faye, Marilyn, Alice, and Shirley. Four women with skills, smarts, and secrets—all
feeling over the hill and out of the race. But in a moment of delicious serendipity, they meet and realize they share
more than raging hormones and lost dreams. Now as the Hot Flash Club, where the topics of motherhood, sex, and men are
discussed with double servings of chocolate cake, they vow to help each other . . . and themselves. Faye, the artist. A
determinedly cheerful widow and connoisseur of control-top pantyhose, she’s struggling with creative block and an empty,
lonely house. Now she’s got a tricky problem to bring to the club’s table: how can they catch her perfect son-in-law
cheating on her only daughter Laura? Shirley, the healer. Though her yoga-slender body belie her years, decades of
dating losers and the strain of being broke make her feel her age. Shirley has a secret dream: a wellness spa that
nurtures body and soul. But first she needs to believe in herself, in her abilities, and in her friends at the club.
Marilyn, the brain. A paleontologist who has spent so many years looking at dried-up fossils, she’s almost become one
herself. Worried that her brilliant but nerdy son is about to marry the very wrong woman, she gets some help from the
HFC, who transform her from a caterpillar to a butterfly, with amazing results. Alice, the executive. Black and regal,
she soared to the top of the corporate ladder. Now her shoes are murder on her arthritic back and the younger jackals
are circling in for the kill. But as the inspiration behind the HFC, she’s about to discover something extraordinary:
contentment. For Faye, Shirley, Marilyn, and Alice, the time has come to use it or lose it—be it their bodies, their
brains, their spirits, and their sense of fun. Together they realize that they can have it all, perhaps for the first
time in their lives. And though what sags may never rise again, feeling sexy has no expiration date— and best of all,
with a little help from her friends, a woman can always start over . . . and never, ever, give up what matters most.For
generations, people have believed that nature's gifts have an important place in treating all kinds of ailments. Whether
it's horseradish and honey for coughing, ginger for memory, or balding medicine, this helpful practical book, contains
easy-to-prepare medicines, age-old wisdom and common-sense advice. From the Trade Paperback edition.A groundbreaking
examination of the role that wood and trees have played in our global ecosystem—including human evolution and the rise
and fall of empires—in the bestselling tradition of Yuval Harari’s Sapiens and Mark Kurlansky’s Salt. As the dominant
species on Earth, humans have made astonishing progress since our ancestors came down from the trees. But how did the
descendants of small primates manage to walk upright, become top predators, and populate the world? How were humans able
to develop civilizations and produce a globalized economy? Now, in The Age of Wood, Roland Ennos shows for the first
time that the key to our success has been our relationship with wood. Brilliantly synthesizing recent research with
existing knowledge in fields as wide-ranging as primatology, anthropology, archaeology, history, architecture,
engineering, and carpentry, Ennos reinterprets human history and shows how our ability to exploit wood’s unique
properties has profoundly shaped our bodies and minds, societies, and lives. He takes us on a sweeping ten-million-year
journey from Southeast Asia and West Africa where great apes swing among the trees, build nests, and fashion tools; to
East Africa where hunter gatherers collected their food; to the structural design of wooden temples in China and Japan;
and to Northern England, where archaeologists trace how coal enabled humans to build an industrial world. Addressing the
effects of industrialization—including the use of fossil fuels and other energy-intensive materials to replace
timber—The Age of Wood not only shows the essential role that trees play in the history and evolution of human
existence, but also argues that for the benefit of our planet we must return to more traditional ways of growing, using,
and understanding trees. A winning blend of history and science, this is a fascinating and authoritative work for anyone
interested in nature, the environment, and the making of the world as we know it.Journalist Walls grew up with parents
whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children
lived like nomads, moving among Southwest desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man
who, when sober, captured his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted
and wrote and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls retreated
to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated, the children had to fend
for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to leave home. Yet Walls describes her
parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her
the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -- From publisher description.Hard body? Check. Awesome-night-inthe-sack potential? Check! Hayden Houston is breaking out of her good-girl mode. It's time for a one-night stand—and
she's found just the man for the job! She spent her childhood being dragged from rink to rink by her hockey-coach
father. Now Hayden craves stability. And she's determined to get it—after this one night.… When hockey star Brody Croft
sees the sexy brunette at the bar, he's riveted. He's ready to shed his bad-boy ways and settle down. And after a mind-
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blowing night in bed with Hayden, he knows she's the one. Now all he has to do is convince her…."compulsively readable
historical fiction…[a] powerful novel about unusual women facing sometimes insurmountable odds with grace, grit, love
and tenacity.” - Kristin Hannah, The Washington Post Named one of best books of the year by Marie Claire and Bookbub “If
you enjoyed “The Tattooist of Auschwitz,” read “The Huntress,” by Kate Quinn." The Washington Post From the author of
the New York Times and USA Today bestselling novel, THE ALICE NETWORK, comes another fascinating historical novel about
a battle-haunted English journalist and a Russian female bomber pilot who join forces to track the Huntress, a Nazi war
criminal gone to ground in America. In the aftermath of war, the hunter becomes the hunted… Bold and fearless, Nina
Markova always dreamed of flying. When the Nazis attack the Soviet Union, she risks everything to join the legendary
Night Witches, an all-female night bomber regiment wreaking havoc on the invading Germans. When she is stranded behind
enemy lines, Nina becomes the prey of a lethal Nazi murderess known as the Huntress, and only Nina’s bravery and cunning
will keep her alive. Transformed by the horrors he witnessed from Omaha Beach to the Nuremberg Trials, British war
correspondent Ian Graham has become a Nazi hunter. Yet one target eludes him: a vicious predator known as the Huntress.
To find her, the fierce, disciplined investigator joins forces with the only witness to escape the Huntress alive: the
brazen, cocksure Nina. But a shared secret could derail their mission unless Ian and Nina force themselves to confront
it. Growing up in post-war Boston, seventeen-year-old Jordan McBride is determined to become a photographer. When her
long-widowed father unexpectedly comes homes with a new fiancée, Jordan is thrilled. But there is something
disconcerting about the soft-spoken German widow. Certain that danger is lurking, Jordan begins to delve into her new
stepmother’s past—only to discover that there are mysteries buried deep in her family . . . secrets that may threaten
all Jordan holds dear. In this immersive, heart-wrenching story, Kate Quinn illuminates the consequences of war on
individual lives, and the price we pay to seek justice and truth.The moment AJ Walsh sees the sexy, tattooed pixie walk
up to his bar, it's lust at first sight. He's always been labeled the "nice" guy—opening doors, buying flowers, and
never, ever having one-night stands. But with this wicked little angel with red lips and unfathomably dark eyes? Oh,
yeah. Tonight, "nice" has nothing to do with it Brett Conlon is trying to convince her family that she's put away her
reckless wild girl side for good. Nothing—and no one—could be better for her reputation than golden boy AJ Walsh. So
they make a deal: if he plays The Good Boyfriend for her family, he can be a very, very bad boy with her. Now their one
naughty night is about to turn into a whole lot of trouble Each book in the After Hours series is STANDALONE: * One
Night of Sin (novella) * One Night of Scandal * One Night of TroubleEver since Arthur M. Schlesinger Jr. used "imperial
presidency" as a book title, the term has become central to the debate about the balance of power in the U.S.
government. Since the presidency of George W. Bush, when advocates of executive power such as Dick Cheney gained
ascendancy, the argument has blazed hotter than ever. Many argue the Constitution itself is in grave danger. What is to
be done? The answer, according to legal scholars Eric Posner and Adrian Vermeule, is nothing. In The Executive Unbound,
they provide a bracing challenge to conventional wisdom, arguing that a strong presidency is inevitable in the modern
world. Most scholars, they note, object to today's level of executive power because it varies so dramatically from the
vision of the framers. But there is nothing in our system of checks and balances that intrinsically generates order or
promotes positive arrangements. In fact, the greater complexity of the modern world produces a concentration of power,
particularly in the White House. The authors chart the rise of executive authority straight through to the Obama
presidency. Political, cultural and social restraints, they argue, have been more effective in preventing dictatorship
than any law. The executive-centered state tends to generate political checks that substitute for the legal checks of
the Madisonian constitution.High school sweethearts Mia and Luke get a second chance at love in this brand-new
contemporary romance from award-winning author Garrett Leigh. When Mia Amour returns to England to open a florist shop,
all she wants to do is put her lousy ex behind her and never look back. But getting a fresh start is easier said than
done when her first love, the boy who once broke her teenage heart, strolls back into her life. He’s every bit as sexy
as she remembers, and the urge to melt back into his arms almost makes her forget how devastated she was when he took
off without a word. Almost. Left with no choice, Luke Daley did what he had to do, leaving town to earn enough money to
save his broken family, though it just about broke him, too. But now he’s back, running his uncle’s business and trying
desperately to forget about Mia, the girl he left behind all those years ago. When he runs into her in town, the shock
of seeing her again brings an intense rush of emotions: love, guilt…and an overwhelming urge to find out if it’s still
as amazing between them as it used to be. It doesn’t take either of them long to give in to desire and discover the
fiery passion they once shared burns hotter than ever. With each new touch, each moment of forgiveness, old hurts heal
and the future they’d hoped for ten years ago becomes possible again. But their fragile connection is tested by a threat
neither of them saw coming—a threat that could end their second chance before it even gets started. Forgiven Book 1:
Forgiven Book 2: UnforgottenIt-girl Betty White delivers a hilarious, slyly profound take on love, life, celebrity, and
everything in between. Drawing from a lifetime of lessons learned, seven-time Emmy winner Betty White's wit and wisdom
take center stage as she tackles topics like friendship, romantic love, aging, television, fans, love for animals, and
the brave new world of celebrity. If You Ask Me mixes her thoughtful observations with humorous stories from a sevendecade career in Hollywood. Longtime fans and new fans alike will relish Betty's candid take on everything from her
rumored crush on Robert Redford (true) to her beauty regimen ("I have no idea what color my hair is and I never intend
to find out") to the Facebook campaign that helped persuade her to host Saturday Night Live despite her having declined
the hosting job three times already. Featuring all-new material, with a focus on the past fifteen years of her life, If
You Ask Me is funny, sweet, and to the point-just like Betty White.When old enemies are thrown together, all bets are
off… Way back in high school, golden boy Cade Gallari publicly revealed he'd slept with "fat girl" Ava Spencer to win a
bet. Now a decade older and a head turner with her own concierge business, Ava isn't the gullible dreamer she once was—
and she plans to prove it when Cade, hotter than ever, breezes back into town with an offer she can't refuse. A
documentary film producer, Cade is shooting a movie about the mysterious mansion Ava inherited. And he wants her as his
personal concierge. She's certainly professional enough to be at his beck and call without giving him everything he
wants. Like another shot at having her in his bed. But Ava doesn't count on Cade's determination. Because he's never
gotten over her— and he's not above playing dirty to score a second chance at a red–hot future…In tight quarters,
anything can happen Fresh off a six-month deployment, Navy SEAL Cash McCoy is determined to end his celibacy streak with
a night of down and dirty sex. Instead, he gets an interrupted hook-up with a hot blonde who vanishes without a way for
him to contact her. When he's asked to keep an eye on-and hands off-his CO's sister for a few weeks to guard her from a
psycho-stalker ex, Cash accepts the assignment as a distractionand gets the surprise of his life. Jen Scott knows she
needs protection, but she's not looking forward to being babysat by some straight-laced yes-man her overprotective
brother can boss around. Finding out her new roomie is none other than the sexy stranger who was seconds away from
shaking her world apart changes everything. Orders be damned, Cash is the one man capable of helping her explore her
sexuality, and she's even willing to break her own rule-never date military men-to get the gorgeous SEAL into her bed.
Only, Cash makes it clear he wants much more than she bargained for. Not just her body, but the one thing Jen promised
herself she'd never give to a man in uniform. Her heart. Warning: Sexy SEAL? Check. Sassy heroine determined to seduce
him? Check. Scorching hot sex bound to make you blush? Double check. A threesome and some man-on-man action? Triple
check. You've been warned.A follow-up to The Hot Sex Handbook furnishes a candid, easy-to-follow guide that offers downto-earth advice, information, and all new tips, tricks, and techniques that cover such topics as the best sex toys and
how to use them, the keys to having long-term sex, cheating, how to rate oneself as a lover, and more. Original. 27,500
first printing.#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • The book that sparked a revolution and inspired the hit Netflix series
Tidying Up with Marie Kondo: the original guide to decluttering your home once and for all. ONE OF THE MOST INFLUENTIAL
BOOKS OF THE DECADE—CNN Despite constant efforts to declutter your home, do papers still accumulate like snowdrifts and
clothes pile up like a tangled mess of noodles? Japanese cleaning consultant Marie Kondo takes tidying to a whole new
level, promising that if you properly simplify and organize your home once, you’ll never have to do it again. Most
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methods advocate a room-by-room or little-by-little approach, which doom you to pick away at your piles of stuff
forever. The KonMari Method, with its revolutionary category-by-category system, leads to lasting results. In fact, none
of Kondo’s clients have lapsed (and she still has a three-month waiting list). With detailed guidance for determining
which items in your house “spark joy” (and which don’t), this international bestseller will help you clear your clutter
and enjoy the unique magic of a tidy home—and the calm, motivated mindset it can inspire.The fourth book in the Out of
Uniform series by New York Times bestselling author Elle Kennedy.Brazil's "comfortable racial contradiction" -- "Good"
appearances : race, language, and citizenship -- Investing in whiteness: middle-class practices of linguistic discipline
-- Fears of racial contact : crime, violence, and the struggle over urban space -- Avoiding blackness : the flip side of
boa aparência -- Making the mano : the uncomfortable visibility of blackness in politically conscious Brazilian hip hop
-- Conclusion : "seeing" race.When you land in hot water, swim for safety-or let the fire burn. An Out of Uniform story.
Claire McKinley has just experienced every bride's nightmare. The groom is a no-show, and now she must face five hundred
guests alone. Furious and humiliated, Claire seeks help from the most unlikely candidate-her almost-brother-in-law, who
promptly whisks her away to his apartment in San Diego, where she can recover her pride in peace and quiet. Dylan Wade
is no fan of Claire's, but no way can he leave the jilted bride in her time of need. Bringing her home seems like a good
idea-until he remembers his new roommate. Dylan's relationship with Aidan iscomplicated. And with Claire thrown into the
mix, life becomes even morecomplicated. Claire is blindsided by her attraction not only to Dylan, but also to Aidan, a
man she's just met. Soon they're caught up in an all-consuming sexual storm they can't fight even if they wanted to. Yet
Claire wonders if it can last, or if she's just setting herself up for more heartache. Warning: This book is very dirty.
Menage a trois and man-on-man dirty. Graphic-language and explicit-sex dirty. Basically? Dirty. You've been
warned."Details a program for improving communication between parents and children, providing sample dialogues, roleplaying exercises, and humorous yet illuminating cartoonsThe good-hearted citizens of Mossy Creek, Georgia are in a mood
to count their blessings. Maybe it's the influence of the new minister in town, who keeps his sense of humor while
battling a stern church treasurer. Maybe it's the afterglow of Josie McClure's incredibly romantic wedding to the local
"Bigfoot." Or maybe it's the new baby in Hank and Casey Blackshear's home. As autumn gilds the mountains, town gossip
columnist Katie Bell, has persuaded Creekites to confess their joys, trouble, and gratitudes. As always, that includes a
heapin' helping of laughter, wisdom and good-old-fashioned scandal.Lana Kelley never imagined the magical night she
shared with a stranger would result in pregnancy. But when she's kidnapped, Lana is shocked to discover one of her
captors is none other than the father of her unborn child. Mercenary Deacon Holt can't understand Lana. She should hate
him. Instead, she refuses to believe he's coldhearted. Though Deacon tries to remain detached, he can't deny he still
wants Lana. And when Lana's life is threatened, Deacon will risk all to help her escape….After her cousin Ashton breaks
up with her popular boyfriend, Sawyer Vincent, Lana tries to win over his heart, but Sawyer may only be interested in
her to make Ashton jealous.I wasn't looking to fall for one man. Let alone two Sullivan and Will are as close as two
friends can be. Growing up in the system forced them to rely on each other, and they've become accustomed to sharing
everything--including women. Now they're ready for more. To find love. To start a family. To see the dreams they've
shared since childhood come true. Apparently I tick off every box on their list--brains, beauty, and sass. I never
hesitate to put both men in their places--which they find sexy as hell. One problem, I'm a traditional girl, with
traditional values--one man, one woman, till death do us part--kind of values. They're willing to work to prove how very
right the three of us could be, but what happens next is anyone's guess This book is packed with hot, passionate love
that doesn't know any boundaries, so sit back, enjoy and get ready for a smutily-ever-after.THEY’RE LIVING LIFE TO THE
EXTREME…AND BURNING UP THE COLD MOUNTAIN NIGHTS Only total desperation could reunite Dianna Kelley with Sam MacKenzie,
the irresistible bad boy she walked out on ten years ago. But the fearless firefighter with the awesome wilderness
skills is the only one who can take her where she needs to go. It’s a gamble—tracking down her endangered sister while
keeping Sam and their undeniable attraction at arm’s length. Not easy when they’re trekking into a remote corner of the
Rockies, where she’s got to trust her former lover with her life. Despite their past, Sam never could refuse a damsel in
distress, especially one who has haunted his dreams for years. He’ll help find her sister and get Dianna out of his
system once and for all. But soon it’s hard to tell whether the greatest threat is from the rushing rapids, the deadly
enemy on their trail, or the passion that’s sending them straight into the line of fire….A courageous mongoose thwarts
the evil plans of Nag and Nagaina, two big black cobras who live in the garden.Natural–born warrior Jacob Stone never
ignored a lady in distress. So when a stunning brunette clad only in a cocktail dress stumbled to his doorstep, the
off–duty air force sergeant went into protector mode. But could he really believe "Dee's" claims that she'd lost her
memory or was her amnesia a ruse to hide a dangerous secret? For someone had certainly set their sights on getting rid
of Dee. Yet they hadn't counted on Jacob's resolve. Dee was his responsibility. Even more she'd become integral to his
next breath. And no one messed with his lady.
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